Continued Success?

	Excepting for Very Large Corporations, there are no guarantees for continued success in any given market. So, while it's unfortunate that the future may hold more tribulation for the regional ISP, there's never been a guaranteed market or a legally protected position. There's no guaranteed reward for the regional ISP having been the beginning of local access to the Internet on any large scale, excepting some stories to tell the grandchildren about “having been there when...”

	In Canada, without as much revolutionary culture, there's a national sentiment that leans closer to big government than there is in the US. I think in the US our culture of revolution translates into the attitudes of the public toward large companies like US West. The culture of the US distrusts and dislikes getting it all from one place, so the public generally support regional ISPs in large numbers. However, it's getting to the point where the threshold of entry into the ISP market is much higher. New technologies like Voice-over-IP and Video-on-demand are cross media issues that most regional and even national ISPs aren't prepared to face. These form a semi-visible high-bar over which new entrants must leap to provide ISP services that meet the needs of the customers.
	The Challenge of Commercialism

	For large corporate investments in infrastructure and services to take place, the continued convergence of the mode of access and the content provided over that access are important. They act as a partnership. This very different than the early trend that led to the semi-demise of the proprietary online service model which tied proprietary access to proprietary content. The regional ISP is generally isolated and distrustful of the large corporations that would manipulate them and aren't prepared, perhaps they don't have the influence, to make the alliances necessary to make the leap to the next level. This leaves them out of the game to tie standard access to proprietary service. The re-commercialization of the online content and access is building on the success of the ISP model, which broke open many of the original commercial services by swinging the pendulum back toward proprietary models of content and technology.

	Commercial pressures from corporations have tended to cause the regional ISP to shy away from the kind of partnerships and convergence that seems to be developing. There is certainly poor service from ILECs but products, like FrontPage, which try to force ISPs into using one kind of technology, are a example of an entirely different kind of pressure.

	For the largest partnered or in-house ISP, the emphasis is on client-server type applications like voice-over-IP and video-on-demand that are generally not symmetrically bandwidth intensive. The regional, smaller ISP is generally focused on providing the conduit for peer-to-peer technologies that merely run over the ISPs network without requiring specific support from the ISP. So where large, national ISPs will make alliances or infrastructure changes to internally support video conferencing, IP-to-fax, voice-over-IP gateways; the local and regional ISPs hope that peer-to-peer tools will continue to pick up the slack.

	The commercial pressure that the large national and aggregate ISP feels is focused on providing large bandwidth to the customer and only enough bandwidth from the customer as is necessary to register that someone has clicked on the “Buy This Now!” button. The regional ISP may only feel this pressure in the steady loss of customer base as consumers move to the commercial-oriented, commerce-subsidized networks. Indeed some ISPs can be heard to say that they expect the ISP to disappear, as we now know it, within a time frame as close as 12 months. Other regional ISPs hold on to the notion that they will survive any coming changes since they efficiently and cost-effectively provide the transport over which any of the advanced services can run, but fail to see the effect of subsidies from greater commercialization. Still others are starting to wake up and re-think their attitudes of distrust they've held for their fellow ISP which is demonstrated by the large number of industry groups banded to circle the preverbal wagons in specific regions or states.


	A lot of regional ISPs completely lack the ability to leverage their existing market and services into more visible and more profitable areas. Some, started as perhaps a BBS or even a method of cheap international communication, were the product of a single person's hobby or a specific need, and simply don't have the public relations or even technical skills necessary to re-launch themselves as a full-blown Teleco in their own right. Others really aren't sure that they want to become a more traditional telecommunications provider by molding themselves partly into the image of that against which they have struggled for so long.

	Regional ISPs end up being both served and disserviced by the revolutionary spirit that kept them free from proprietary content models and keeps them from taking advantage of corporate level convergence. Regional ISPs came to be positioned between the content and the backbone, but most of the content and all of the backbone are driven by commercial forces that the regional ISP isn't able to grasp or, even if they grasp those forces, can't direct into a partnership.

However, it’s important to note that to some extent the idea that the ISP is truly independent is false. The ISP markets rely on the free-trade zone between several different market factions. In order to provide customers with connectivity the ISP relies on products developed by others. Either the OS vendors produce software that connects the customers to the Internet out of the box, or the ISP has relied on distributing shareware products for free. Further, large telecommunications groups, that only recently started to market to consumers, own the backbone of the Internet themselves which put them more of them in the position of being a supplier and competitor. The ISP has relied on the fact that they could have un-metered access across the Internet backbone by merely paying one provider for upstream connectivity. In many ways, the ISP is a fringe company that lives on the margins between other much larger companies. Understanding this relationship, and the ways to leverage that position, is essential to the continued success of the ISP.
The Bandwidth Challenge

Certainly, high bandwidth in the final link to the consumer, where the ISP does its business, is the next stage for which everybody has been waiting. But for the near future, that may be hard for the industry surrounding the Internet to offer. Depending on whom you ask the difficulty is with the Internet itself, or it’s in the slow speed and poor quality of the “last mile” of connectivity, or perhaps both.

This “last mile” is one part of the problem in providing users with the bandwidth requirements for video or voice over IP. The other part of the problem is bandwidth reservation that will create some reasonable guarantees of service that will be required to deliver anything more than disappointing. There are several technologies that can work on generating bandwidth guarantees that would be necessary. I've heard people suggest that RSVP or other ways of guaranteeing throughput may work on a single network, where one company has control over all lines and routers, but may prove unfeasible on a network running between different providers. The solutions to both of these problems present challenges for the ISP.

It seems to me that the first step to this is the metering of data to creating bandwidth reservation on an Internet-wide scale. This has been something that been discussed for quite a while. I suspect that any Internet-wide reservation of bandwidth would be predicated on an Internet-wide accounting for bandwidth use. This is something that the regional and small ISP has not built into their pricing structure. The ISP that can’t rely on an economy of scale may be saddled with having to pay for bandwidth on networks to which it is not directly connected in order to provide any kind of quality of service.


One of the theories that I'd had a couple of years ago was that the Internet as we now know it was going to split into two networks under the pressure from commercialization. My theory stated that since the needs of the commercial use of the Internet are essentially one-way and not interactive, there would be developed technologies that would provide high-bandwidth to the consumer and an asymmetrical bandwidth back up the pipe. This would satisfy the extent of the commercial use of the Internet so that people could click on the "Buy Now!" button while not burdening the commercial providers with any of the abstracted technical needs of a more fully interactive network. Further, this split would leave the ISP and other symmetrically allocated services as a second-class citizen on slower networks, thus relegating the non-commercial Internet to a backwater of pokey interconnections they'd negotiated among themselves. 

This may still come to pass with talk by backbone providers and other groups of limiting non-locally generated (read: income generating) traffic or creating classes of service over ATM connections for the specially privileged (read: more expensive) traffic, as appears to be the direction for US West's DSL traffic. In addition to setting a throwaway class of service, called UBR, for the packets of DSL customers, US West has also submitted a tariff to the WUTC which plans to offer the UBR class of service as a straight ATM circuit not bundled with DSL. Thus, there are motions toward this division of service outside of DSL. 

In this scenario, the market could be taken over by a couple big providers who can say, "Look we've got widget supplier X and advertising firm Y and so on; use us and you'll get high bandwidth to your favorite correspondents." To an extent this kind of marketing has always been used. The backbone providers have always made such claims. Even on a local level, privately peered ATM network providers are known to cut deals with the large players in a region. By doing so, that intermediate provider can point up the fact that getting access through them is preferable because of the local peering that adds value to the national peering agreements they've made outside of the MAE locations. 

It’s just these private peering agreements, however, that may save the ISP. For a company like InterNAP, there’s a better economy of scale to making aggregate deals for bandwidth on the backbone for its customer’s traffic. This may end up being the only kind of backbone connection that is cost effective for a regional or small ISP and has the potential advantage of taking local traffic off the congested MAE interconnections.

Quality of service is not all solved or neatly tied up. Look at the complaints about the way US West is offering ADSL over a best-of-service ATM transport. US West doesn't want to cannibalize their Frame Relay market. They'd be silly to introduce a product that costs a great deal less than Frame Relay and yet provides as much uptime and as much bandwidth. However, they were in desperate need suddenly to introduce high-bandwidth into the “last mile” in order to compete with offerings by cable providers.

Metered bandwidth and classes of service are akin to the lessons learned by the ISPs in relation to the economic model for unlimited online connections. The ISP market has struggled under the model of unlimited bandwidth and has been coming to grips with the fact that it's counter to any attempt to provide reliable, available service. It's all about the 5% that eat 50% of the resource, whether it's connectivity or bandwidth. All-you-can-eat pricing for connectivity has sundered many bottom-lines. Sometimes the option has been to charge overtime hours, sometimes the solution has been to require 2 hours on / 2 hours off, and so on. In the same way, fat pipes to the Internet don't make sense economically unless they're metered. Once you've metered bandwidth then there's inevitably someone willing to pay more to get more, and thus are developed classes of service. It's supply and demand.


The difference is in where the cost resides for the ISP.  For analog or DSS (for 56K) service, the expensive part is the monthly cost of the port. Standard ISP service is a balance between the reoccurring cost of the port and the need to keeping port available to not having busy signals. For DSL and Cable modems, the monthly cost of each port is negligible so the balance necessary becomes a question of the cost of enough bandwidth to not having congested networks. You'll probably notice this change in focus from the pricing that ISPs have put up for DSL, where it's now bandwidth being metered instead of hours on the port. That's been a major concern for ISPs who look at US West Net's pricing and notice that the numbers don't add up ... there's not enough revenue there to provide unlimited bandwidth, so where's the catch? Is it in the UBR class of service? Is it in using bandwidth on demand via PPP over ATM to free virtual ports? Is it something that we haven't figured out yet, like bundling the phone line with DSL, thus providing guaranteed income for the corporation that holds a monopoly on the existing copper to the home?

One US West argument used against the ISP is that the use of regulated analog lines in a fashion for which they weren't planned is the cause for all the blocking of calls transiting the Teleco’s Central Offices and congestion at the switch. Limiting the quality of service for DSL is merely a logical step for them to make. This is especially true when faced with possibly gutting their profitable Frame Relay market. So, I fully expect to find US West offering more expensive DSL products with add-on guaranteed bandwidth to those willing to pay more for the privilege of not having their packets disappear. The price for a committed level of bandwidth over DSL will probably bring the circuit cost in line with existing Frame Relay products.

The shared nature of high bandwidth solutions in the last mile is a further problem. For example, Cable modem bandwidth would be shared by whole neighborhoods. In the case of DSL, everyone connecting to the same Central Office shares the bandwidth out of the Central Office to the ATM cloud. This means that a Central Office could be a bottleneck. A great deal of traffic at the Central Office could create poor service for all of its MegaSubscribers. ISPs may be asked to pay more for a better class of service across the Central Office to the customer in addition to the costs of upstream bandwidth.
	Meeting these Challenges Together

	The future of the regional ISP market may be tied directly to the ability of the independent providers to resolve the dissonance between staying independent and meeting the new challenge of partnering with their peers and with other parts of the industry.

	This partnering could take several forms, some of which are already being explored. One of the opportunities that has already started to gain momentum is in the development of professional associations and industry lobbyists. Involvement with groups like the WAISP is a serious and important development in keeping the interests of the small and regional ISP in the minds of the legislative bodies. Local peering is another form of cooperation that specifically benefits the regional ISP. There have been such connections developed, but they have not often become as ubiquitous as would be necessary. In the case of bandwidth, local peering is a form of cooperation that may end up being served by aggregate providers like InterNAP; one step removed from the actual ISPs themselves.

	Despite the movement toward regional cooperation, there are a great number of opportunities that remain. Chances to co-brand regional portal sites and software packages are just two examples of areas where regional ISPs could share tasks that are currently implemented by duplicate effort.

	Further, partnerships with content providers and software developers could be made a great deal easier by having a unified, co-operative voice for the ISP in a region. The opportunity for a vendor to generate deals with an economy of scale equal to an entire region could ensure that the regional and small ISP continues to have access to content or software for which they could never negotiate alone.

